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STATEMENT in the matter of: 

Ken BRENNAN 

Place: 

WOOLLAHRA 

Date : 16 June 1995 

Name: Peter James PASCOE 

Address: WOOLLAHRA Tel. No.: 

Occupation: Unemployed STATES:-

1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence 

which I would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a 

witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and 

belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in 

evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully 

stated anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be 

true. 

2. I am 58 years of age. 

3. I reside in a one bedroom unit at 

Woollahra with a friend by the name of Lino BRUNEAU. Lino is 

staying with me until December as he is visiting from Canada. I 

have resided here for almost nine years this July. I am 

currently renting the unit. 

4. One of my very close friends is a man by the name of LNP2141 

NP214 1 I have known him since about 1956, we had a 

relationship in 1958, but since then we have been good friends. 

IslID2141 lives nearby in Fullerton Street, Woollahra. 

5. Recently I had an operation on my it was actually 

on the 24th of June, 1994, it has left me with complications and 

I am on a pension. My friend NP214 has helped me out since I 

have been ill and recently he will buy the paper for me and drop 

it in. The last occasion on which he did this was last Monday, 

Witness:  Signature' 
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12 June, 1995. I seem to remember calling him on the Sunday and 

we just discussed general matters, such as me going out to 

dinner with friends. He may have mentioned thatiNP215, a friend 

of! NP2141 was staying with him but I did'nt pay any attention. 

I don't knowNP215t the first time I met him was when he came 

over on Monday with!NP2141 and dropped in the paper. 

6. NP214 and !NP215r would have arrived at my unit on Monday at 

around lunchtime, I cant be exact. They came in to drop the 

paper in. INP2141introduced me tol NP215i and we had a chat, they 

were only here for 10 minutes. I remember we did talk about one 

of the pictures on my wall of a gay bodybuilder, 1273i 

NP2151stated that he had a book on this gentleman. I think NP214 

also mentioned that he had to get home to tape something on the 

television. They were only here for a short time and the 

conversation was brief. 

7. I'm not sure what INP215: was wearing, I just did'nt take 

that much notice. I think he wore glasses and some of his teeth 

were crooked, that's all I remember apart from the fact that he 

was a pleasant person. I think :NP2141was wearing a cap, t-shirt 

and maybe shorts or track pants, again I'm not sure, I see: NP214. ! 

so often that I don't really notice. 

8. I'm not sure how NP214 and :1‘1132151 arrived at my place, I just 

heard the door bell and went to let them in as it is not working 

properly at the moment. I have no idea where they bought the 

paper from. The nearest paper shop is in Ocean street or Bondi 

Junction, they are about the same distance. When they left we 

had made no plans to see each other again, nor did they say what 

they were going to do. 

1)rerit,Witness:  Signature: 


